
Thursday - Maths 

This week we are going to be looking at word problems. 

You need to solve these division word problems by dividing the whole amount by the num-

ber of groups or by the number of objects in the groups to solve the problem. 

Example: Sally has 20 strawberries. She shares them between 5 bowls. 

How many strawberries will there be in each bowl? 

20 ÷ 5 = 4 

She had 4 strawberries in each bowl. 

 

1. Aaron bakes 30 cookies. He groups them into 5 and puts them into bags, How 

many bags does he make? 

 

2.  Cho has 40 toys. She shares them equally into 5 boxes. How many toys does 

 she put into each box?  

 

3.  Miss Hmami has 12 stickers. She shares them out between 3 children. How 

 many stickers do they get each? 

 

4. Janice has 120p in her purse made out of all ten pence coins. How many ten 

pence coins does she have I her purse? 

 

5. Tina does 60 minutes of exercise over 6 days. How many minutes of exercise 

 does she do on one day? 

 

Challenge: Can you draw a bar model that represents the word problem? 

11.6.20 



English - Thursday 

A proper noun is the name of a person or place.  

Proper nouns always start with a capital letter.  

 

Examples of proper nouns: 

Sally went to the shops to buys some oranges.  

 

The class sat down, and Miss Whitehouse took the register.  

 

Many people live in the beautiful city of Sheffield.  

 

Identify and underline the proper nouns in these sentences.  

 

1.  The family moved to America.  

 

2.  The boy’s name was Ron and he liked to play football.  

 

3.  Jim climbed up the enormous beanstalk.  

 

4.  Byron Wood is a brilliant school in Sheffield.  

 

5.  London is the capital city of England.  

 

Write your own sentences which include proper nouns.  

Make sure you use a capital letter when writing the name of a person or place.  

Underline the proper nouns when you have finished your sentences.  

Sally is the  
person’s  name. 

Miss Whitehouse is 
the person’s name. 

The place is  
Sheffield. 



Creative Task 
Thursday 

 
Write an acrostic poem, 

 
An acrostic poem has a word that goes down and a sentence that 

starts with each letter of that word. For example: 
 
 

SMILE 

Sunshine makes me smile because I like the summer. 

My friends make me smile because they are funny. 

Ice cream makes me smile because it is tasty! 

Looking at old photos makes me smile because they are good memories.  

Exercise makes me smile because I know it is good for me. 
 

 
Use the template on the next page or choose your own word to 

create your own acrostic poem.  
You could use this sentence frame if you want: 

 
________ makes me happy because… 

 
Maybe when you have finished, you can decorate your poem. 

 
When you have finished, email your poem to your class teacher. We 

would love to see your hard work! 
 

Have fun! 
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